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PaperCut Wins BLI 2018 Pick Award for Outstanding Cost

Accounting & Cost Control Solution
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MELBOURNE, Australia, Dec. 18, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- PaperCut, a global print
management software company, has been named an “Outstanding Cost Accounting & Cost
Control Solution” award winner in the Document Imaging Software category as part of Keypoint
Intelligence’s Buyers Lab (BLI) 2018 Pick Award. 

Winners of the annual award are selected by BLI - the world’s leading independent evaluator of
document imaging software, hardware and services. Recognized among world-class document
imaging and management companies, PaperCut MF and PaperCut NG v17.0 were selected by
BLI’s analysts as the top cost-saving solution for its unique tracking, reporting, billing,
customization and support features.

“We’re thrilled to be recognized by BLI as the best solution to help save on print management
costs for businesses of all types and sizes around the world,” said Chris Dance, CEO of
PaperCut. “To be chosen alongside other document imaging leaders is a true testament of our
industry standing and confirms our commitment to helping organizations manage their print-
related resources - meaning our customers save money in the process. For businesses looking
for a print management software, PaperCut is an easy-to-deploy, easy-to-use solution that’s
also easy on businesses’ budgets.”

Released in March 2017, PaperCut MF and PaperCut NG v17.0 offer accurate tracking,
accounting, cost-recovery and cost-reduction features, with PaperCut MF delivering essential
pull-printing functionality, mobile-print support and scan capture and routing for multi-function
printers (MFPs). This allows organizations to see who is on the network and access
customizable reports which show how much each activity costs. Both products’ accounting
features track usage across departments, individual users and clients, and allow for
organizations to bill internally or externally as needed. Also, system admins can offer
customizable print rules that encourage more cost-efficient printing and reduce a hardcopy
output costs.

BLI’s Document Imaging Software Picks are subjected to a rigorous, 12-month test cycle, which
evaluated products on key attributes such as its features, usability and value. Each product that
passes BLI’s tests are awarded a platinum, gold, silver or bronze rating, with the best
performers qualifying as Pick contenders.

“Show us a school or business that doesn’t have a cost-accounting and cost-control system in
place, and we’ll show you an organization that is wasting money on hardcopy output,” said
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Jamie Bsales, Director of Software Analysts at Keypoint Intelligence. “And while there’s no
shortage of feature-rich output management platforms to choose from, finding one that won’t
break the budget or the back of your IT personnel is more of a challenge. That’s where
PaperCut MF and PaperCut NG shine. These solutions deliver all the functionality most
organizations are likely to need in order to track, recoup and hardcopy expenditures in
affordable packages that are easy to deploy and administer.”

This award represents the fourth BLI recognition PaperCut has received, having won the 2015
Pick Award in Outstanding Print Management Solution, the 2012 Pick Award for PaperCut v12
in Outstanding Print Management Solution and the 2011 Pick Award for PaperCut v11.2 in
Outstanding Cost Recovery Solution.

About PaperCut Software 
Around the world, workplaces are wrestling with printing costs and print management
complexity. PaperCut is solving those problems, one workplace at a time. Since 1998,
PaperCut has helped 50 million users in 175 countries save trillions of pages of paper. With
PaperCut in their print environment, IT managers solve their nagging print problems once and
for all. How? Its two software solutions – PaperCut MF and PaperCut NG – are cross-platform
and vendor neutral. That means they work with any printer and any operating system. Plus,
both solutions feature ground-breaking technology such as mobility print, secure print release,
and rich reporting tools. Businesses of all shapes, sizes and industry benefit from the control,
security and financial and environmental savings that PaperCut software was built for. Learn
more at www.papercut.com.
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